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Abstract- This paper proposes a novel scheme of encryption and compression of images in this we are using some
additional information called auxiliary information. The original information sender encrypts the original image
before compressing and some auxiliary information also generates, that the auxiliary information will be used for
image compression and reconstruction of the image at output side. Then, we are using encryption for the channel
provider cannot access the original information at the time of compression. The compression of the encrypted images
by using quantization method with optimal parameters that are derived from auxiliary information and
compression- ratio distortion criteria, and transmitted compression data. The transmitted data consists of
quantization data, quantization parameters, and another part of auxiliary information and encrypted sub-images. At
receiver side, the compressed image to be decompressed and decryption will be performed by using encrypted and
compressed data and the secrete key. Experimental result shows that performance of the ratio- distortion is better
than previous technique.
Index terms – Ratio - performance, Image encryption, Compression.

I. INTRODUCTION
Compressing and encrypting both are emerging technologies, compressing aimed to reduce the amount
of data in cipher-text (encrypted image) signals without degrading plaintext (original image) signal. The owner
of the content encrypts the original uncompressed image due to better security, after completion of encryption
the compressing process is performed at channel provider, the channel provider access only limited amount of
data but encryption key is not received, so that accessing information at compression is difficult. Authorized
person only access original information who having secret key can only reconstruct the plaintext content. These
process having better security for our information. In general compressing encrypted process, the content owner
first encrypts the images and then transmits to the channel provider for compression. In this process
compression does not compromise security of systems. For the compression of encrypted multimedia, the
cipher-text signals are to be both source as well as secret key. The aim is to compress efficiently the cipher-texts
and to retrieve the good quality plaintexts data from decompressed process by exploiting the side information.
According to Slepian-Wolf coding, number of practical schemes using have been proposed. For example, the
encryption of original binary image is to be adding a pseudorandom string, and compressed the encrypted data
using Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) channel codes. Encrypted data compression for hidden Markov
sources and memory less using LDPC codes, and encrypted gray and color images are used lossless
compression using LDPC codes in different bit-planes are also to be realized. In this prediction errors are
performed in encryption process of the image pixels, and for cipher-texts compression used LPDC codes.
Perfectly decoding of plain text content can be using some local Statistics are obtained from a low-resolution
version. After the cipher-text images producing by pixel-permutation, compressed the encrypted data by
removing the excessively rough and fine information of coefficients.
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Scalable coding is another method for encrypted images, by using this scalable coding all original pixel values
in image are masked by using modulo-256 addition. Use of this process is to avoid statistical information
leakage, and better security also provide. At the receiver side more the available bit streams, the higher the
resolution of principle plaintext contents can be reconstructed. In this performance of compressing encrypted
data may be as good as that compression of non-encrypted data, the practical compression ratio distortion
performance is not up to that of the conventional compression methods.
This paper proposes a novel scheme of encrypting and compressing of images by using some extra
information called auxiliary information. In encryption stage, the original images before compressed images are
encrypted by the content owner, and at the time of encryption some auxiliary information is also produced. This
auxiliary information used for when the channel bandwidth is not enough. In compression stage, the encrypted
data is the input of compression and in this compression various DCT sub-bands are used, these are compressed
effectively by using a quantization mechanism without degrading the original information, and an optimization
method with ratio-distortion criteria is employed to select the quantization parameters according to the auxiliary
information. At a receiver side, by using secret key the original plaintext content can be re constructed. The
result of the experiment shows the ratio-distortion performance of the proposed scheme is significantly better
than that of existing techniques.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In the proposed scheme, the owner of the content firstly masks all pixel values in original image before
compressing image to get an encrypted image and the encrypted image is send to the channel provider. If the
bandwidth is sufficient then the channel provider transmits the encrypted data. Otherwise, the channel provider
sends a message “insufficient-bandwidth” to the owner of the content, and then the auxiliary information
generated by the content owner according to the original and encrypted information and provides it to the
channel provider. Basically the auxiliary information (AI) is having two parts that will be used for compression
of the data and image reconstruction. Then, the compression of the image because of the original content is
secured in the channel who cannot access the original content. The coefficients in encrypted domain by a
quantization method with using the first part of auxiliary information (AI 1), and compression data is
transmitted, that the transmitted data include an quantization data ,the quantization parameters, encrypted subimage, and the second part of auxiliary information(AI2), through a channel. At receiver side, an authorized user
can reconstruct the principal content of original image by retrieving the coefficient values. By involving the
auxiliary information in to encrypted image compression, the performance of the ratio-distortion is improved
and the computational complexity is reduced. A sketch of the proposed scheme is presented in Fig. 2.
A. Image Encryption and Generation of Auxiliary InformationIn this stage, the owner of the content first encrypts the original image by adding some pseudo random
numbers into the pixels. The original image is before compression the pixel values to be with in [0,255]. The
number of and columns in image are N1, N2, and total number of pixels are multiplication of both rows and
columns, that is N(N=N1*N2). The original image bit amount is 8*N. The owner of the content generates
pseudo-randomly N integers and distributed uniformly within [0,255], and by using modulo 256 addition and
produce an encrypted image.
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c(i,j)=mod[p(i,j)+k(i,j),256],1=i=N1,1=j=N2 (1)
Here, p(i,j) is the pixel position gray value or (i,j), k(i,j) is the numbers of pseudo-random are derived
from the secret key, and c(i,j) is the encrypted image. The values of c(i,j) are uniformly distributed within the
range of [0,256]. Fig. shows a Lena's original image and its encrypted version. Unknown persons without the
knowledge of secret key cannot see the image content.

If bandwidth is sufficient, no need to other operation. Otherwise, if receives a message like
“bandwidth-insufficiency” from the channel provider, the content owner must produce the auxiliary information
and provides it to the channel provider for convenience of data compression and image reconstruction at
receiver side.
We assume both and are multiples of 8. The content owner generates a down sampling sub-image with
a size of N1/8*N2/8, and the fig shows the sub-image of Lena and the interpolation image is compressing. Hear
the owner of the content original image and interpolated images number of 8x8 sized blocks, and after that 2D
discrete cosine transform is perform in each block.
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HHUH'&7PHDQVWKHGLVFUHWHFRVLQHWUDQVIRUPRI'7KHYLHZLQJWKHFRHI¿FLHQWVDUHVXE-bands,
the owner of the content calculates the square roots of the average interpolation distortion in each sub-band,
shown in fig at the bellow of page. That is measure the differences between the interpolated and original images
in the sub-bands. Fig gives the values of the Lena image. In normal, the lower sub-bands correspond to the
larger. Then, the

In this owner regards values of auxiliary information. The owner of the content calculates a binary map

Since the g(i,j) of interpolated version is similar to p(i,j) original image, most of s(i,j) are 0 and rest, s(i,j) of
small proportion , are 1.
B. Compression of Encrypted Images-
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After completion of encryption, the channel band width is sufficient then compression is needless, so
the channel provider transmits the information directly. In this stage, allows only a particular, who having
secreted key can only decrypts the original information without any loss. If channel resources limited, then the
channel provider send a message is "un sufficient bandwidth". Then the content owner generates some auxiliary
information and sends it to the channel provider. After receiving encrypted information the channel provider
encrypts the original content using some additional compression techniques.
Actually, the compression will be performed in 64 DCT sub-bands with different quantization
SDUDPHWHUV 7KH FKDQQHO SURYLGHU ¿UVWO\ LPSOHPHQWV ' '&7 LQ WKH HQFU\SWHG LPDJH ZLth a block-by- block
manner,

Then reorganizes the coefficients in each sub-band in a vector, which is indicated as

 XY8).
After that, perform orthogonal transform for the vectors to calculate

At last channel provider collects all down sampling sub images of the encrypted version,

The compression ratio between original and compression data, is

Where Ls is the second part of auxiliary information length.
C. Image Reconstruction-
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After completion of compression, we want to retrieve the data at receiver side. By using this method a
specific user only reconstruct the original image due to the secrete key. The decomposing of original
information is involve several steps are shown below.
1. To get the original data by decomposing the compressing encrypted sub images
2. Decrypt the sub-image to get the original sub-image, and get the interpolated image using the bilinear
interpolation method. Also retrieve the second part of auxiliary information.
3. Calculate,

Where k(i,j) are pseudo-random numbers, derived from secrete key.

Thus, encryption equation implies the following relation between c(i,j),p(i,j) and k(i,j).

Indicating,

We have that,

So, that receiver can obtain estimated of encrypted image,

4. In this stage, the receiver will modify the estimated encrypted image. After 2D DCT
in a block by block manner

And reorganizing the DCT coerricients in 64 sub-bands as 64 vectors, calculate
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And

5. Final stage is reconstruct the original image,

III. OPTIMIZING COMPRESSION PARAMETERS
The channel provider always hopes to achieve a good ratio distortion performance, in other words, to
lower the distortion in the reconstructed image with a certain compression ratio or to minimize the amount of
compressed data with certain distortion level. This section will present method for optimizing the values of and
according to the auxiliary information.
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Fig.8. (a) Reconstructed Lena with compression ratio 0.172 and PSNR 35.5 dB, and (b) another reconstructed version with compression
ratio 0.114 and PSNR 32.8 dB

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The Lena image was used as the original in this experiment. During the process of encryption, the
auxiliary information also generated. As showed above, the first part of auxiliary information consists of the
values of 64 sub-bands given in Fig, and the bit amount of the second parties. In compression phase, when we
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chose, meaning that in Fingers were used, the ratio of compression was 0.172. The re constructed result from the
compressed encrypted data is shown in Fig. The value of MSE is 18.24, verifying the theoretical value
in(47),18.38,and PSNR is 35.5dB. When, the corresponding and are given in Figures. In this case, the ratio of
compression is 0.114, and the image is reconstructed with PSNR32. 8dB is shown in Fig. Here, reconstructed
MSE image is 34.26, while the theoretical MSE in (47) is 34.27 compares the ratio-distortion performance of
several encrypted image compression techniques and unencrypted JPEG compression when Lena was used as
the original. We also made a comparison over 100 gray images sized and 100 gray images sized 1920×2560,
which contain landscape and people. When compressing the encrypted/unencrypted images with same
parameters, we calculated the average values of compression ratios and PSNR in reconstructed images, which
are shown in Figs. The ratio-distortion performance of the proposed scheme is lower than that of JPEG
compression. On the other hand, the proposed scheme generally out performs the methods in [15] and [16],
though the performance of the proposed scheme is slightly better than or very close to that of method in[15]
with a high compression ratio. With the methods in [15] and [16], iterative updating procedures are necessary at
receiver side to find convergent solutions that are regarded as finally reconstructed results. However, the
iterative procedures may be not convergent when the compression ratio is less than 20%.That means the
proposed scheme is more suitable for low compression ratio. Furthermore, the computational complexity of the
proposed scheme is significantly lower than that of [15] and [16]. There construction procedure of the proposed
scheme cost 1.18 seconds for each image in average when PC with 2.40 GHz CPU and 3.00 GB RAM was used,
while those in [15] and [16]cost10.24 and 13.65 seconds respectively.

Fig.9. Compression of compression ratio-distortion.
distortion
Performance over 100 images sized 2520 x 3776
2560

Fig.10. Compression of compression ratioPerformance over 100 images sized 1920 x

V. CONCLUSION
Encryption process we are using modulo-256 addition. This work proposes a scheme of compressing
and encrypting images with addition of some auxiliary information. While the owner of the content encrypts the
original image and produce some auxiliary information, the channel provider compressing the encrypted image
by using quantization method by using some optimal parameters derived from the first part of auxiliary
information, and then transmits an the quantized data, encrypted sub-image, the quantization parameters and the
part of auxiliary information. At receiver side, the original image content can be regenerated by using the
compressed of encrypted data and the secret key. In this scheme, the auxiliary information is need less when
channel bandwidth is sufficient.
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